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How does plastic affect 
oceans and marine animals?



No. 14 – Life below Water

Goals:

• By 2025, marine pollution will be reduced.

• Enforce laws which stop illegal fishing, 

overfishing, and other destructive fishing 

practices.

• Minimise and address the impact of ocean 

pollution.



Q5: How do we solve plastic 
pollution once and for all?
我們要如何徹底的解決塑膠汙染?



究竟國外是怎麼減塑的呢？



Before we start 

today's lesson…
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Everything we use is made of 
different types of materials(原料). 



What is this?

word bank:

◆plastic bottle ◆can◆newspaper◆glass bottle

glass bottle

newspaper

can

plastic bottle



What are they made of ?

They are made of _____.

word bank:

◆plastic◆metal(金屬)◆ paper ◆glass

glass



word bank:
◆plastic◆metal(金屬) ◆ paper ◆glass

What are they made of ?

They are made of ______.metal



word bank:
◆plastic◆metal(金屬) ◆ paper ◆glass

What are they made of ?

They are made of ______.paper



What are they made of ?

They are made of ______.

word bank:

◆plastic◆metal(金屬)◆ paper ◆glass

plastic



Plastic waste is a big problem.



Plastic pollution affects the lives 
of  _________     and  _______.

What does 

the fish eat?

The bottle and 

microplastic.

ocean animals humans



We have to solve the 

problem.



Are you ready?

Go!



1.What do you see in this picture?

2.What is this for?

ocean cleaner



In Taiwan…

自動收垃圾的海洋吸塵器「湛鬥機」



Discussion
What can we do to solve the problem 

of plastic waste?

action



Sustainability永續

We should make the right 

choices about the products 

we use and where they 

come from. 



Plastics – What Can We Do to Help?

plastic bageco-friendly 

bag

thermos

bottle

plastic

bottle



Reflection 

It is good/bad for the 
environment(環境) if I…



Learning Task:

Plastic reduction policies in .

之減塑政策


